Student Registration for Career Exploration & Experience Days Now Open

Start exploring or applying to job opportunities today with the companies signed up for our Carolina Career Exploration & Experience Days on February 16-17th! Tar Heel students can rest assured that there is no penalty to their applications based on their chosen form of engagement. At University Career Services, we’ve got students covered!! UCS-facilitated recruitment events offer 4 Ways to Connect:

- **Connect by 1:1 or group sessions scheduling on Handshake Virtual Fairs** with recruiters available to discuss their organizations, workplace, or job postings: whether you are job seeking or just want to expand your network for future opportunities at the on-campus event you’re at.

- **Connect by virtual chatting on Handshake** with recruiters available to discuss job postings that interest you: all recruiters will be obliged to set up Handshake’s 15-minute virtual chats scheduling tool on each job posting 4-weeks prior to the fair (or have a recruiter’s contact info available on their Handshake company page who can schedule a 15-minute virtual chat outside of Handshake).

- **Connect by direct messaging on Handshake** with recruiters managing job postings that interest you: all recruiters will be obliged to set up Handshake’s messaging tool on each job posting 4-weeks prior to the fair and afterward until the postings close (or have a recruiter’s contact info available on their Handshake company page).

- **Connect by applying directly on Handshake** to the job postings from the attending companies: all jobs that companies discuss at the fair will be posted on Handshake 4-weeks prior to the fair and afterward until the postings close.

Just log in to Handshake with your onyen, register for the events, and connect with employers.
Register for Carolina Career Exploration and Experience Day (STEM Majors) [6]

Register for Carolina Career Exploration and Experience Day (All Majors) [7]

Register for Career Education Workshops (Prepare for Fairs and Recruitment) [8]
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